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Abstract 

Traditionally, standard statistical methods by direct hands-on data analysis were used for 

prediction, as the data were simple and volume was less. However, the increasing volume of data 

and its complex nature has motivated the study of automatic data analysis using artificial neural 

networks with the help of more sophisticated tools which can operate directly on data. This paper 

presents a case study to predict the survival rate of oral malignancy patients, with the help of two 

predictive models, Linear Regression (LR), which is a contemporary statistical model and 

Multilayer Perceptron (MLP), which is an artificial neural network model. The data of more than 

1000 patients who visited tertiary care centre during June 2004 to June 2009 is collected through 

active case finding method and is used to build models. Analytical comparison of the performance 

of both the models is carried out. The experimental result shows that the classification accuracy of 

MLP model is 70.05% and of LR model is 60.10%. After comparing on various evaluation 

criteria, it is concluded that the MLP model is certainly a better model to predict the survival rate 

of oral malignancy patients, in comparison to LR model. Besides, there are many other benefits of 

neural networks, such as less formal statistical training needed, ability to detect nonlinear complex 

relationships between independent and dependent variables, capability to diagnose most 

practicable interactions concerning predictor factors, as well as the ease of use of several training 

algorithms.  
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1. Introduction 

Recently, it has been observed that statistical methods and artificial neural network techniques are 

widely used in healthcare industry, as modern medical facility generates huge amounts of 

heterogeneous data on daily basis [1]. A majority of areas related to medical services that require 

data to be analysed are mainly for prediction of effectiveness of surgical procedures, medical tests, 

medication, and the discovery of relationships among clinical and diagnosis data [2]. This study 

intends to provide advantageous understanding into the capabilities and performance of statistical 

methods and artificial neural networks for prediction of survival of oral cancer patients, as it is 

considered as a grave problem globally and in India as well. The information extracted from the 

survey carried out by Globocan, indicates that Oral Cancer, ranks among the top three types of 

cancer in India and has one of the highest incidences in Indian subcontinent [3] as shown in Fig.1.  

Fig. 1: Incidence and Mortality Rates (Age Standardized) by Cancer Type in India (Sexes 

Combined) Data Extracted from Globocan 2008: Cancer Incidence and Mortality Worldwide. 

 

Approximately, 83,000 new cases and 46,000 deaths are recorded each year because of oral 

malignancy in the country [4]. Fig. 2 presents the statistics of oral cancer cases in India stratified 

by sex. The statistics informs that there is a high rate of mortality in males than females [5]. If we 

do not take this disease seriously, then the situation in future is going to be very alarming as 

projected by Globocan, 2008 data (refer Fig. 3). 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Fig. 2: Incidence and Mortality Rates (age standardized) Lip and Oral Cancer in India – by Sex 

extracted from Globocan 2008: Cancer Incidence and Mortality Worldwide. 
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Fig. 3: Crude Incidence Projection for Lip/Oral Cavity Cancer (2008 to 2030). Data extracted from 

Globocan 2008: Cancer Incidence and Mortality Worldwide. 

 

In this paper, we have attempted to build two models for predicting the survivability of oral 

malignant patients. First model is a linear regression model (LR) which is a statistical method and 

the second is multilayer perceptron model (MLP) which is an artificial neural network. Linear 

regression performs better for extremely small sample size, and when hypothesis or experience 

shows an underlying relationship between dependent and predictor variables [6]. Whereas, the true 

power of multilayer perceptron model lies in its ability to learn linear as well as non-linear 

relationships straight from the data being modelled and its performance enhances with specimen 

measure [7]. This paper is arranged as accompanies: the following section reviews the related 

work done by different researchers; section 3 gives the information about predictive models 

adopted in this research; the experimental results are presented in section 4 and section 5 covers 

the conclusions. Finally, acknowledgement and references is mentioned in the last section. 

2. Related Work 

In recent two decades, requisition of neural systems to therapeutic information and medical data 

has increased copiously in comparison to statistical methods as they surpass the performance of 

conventional statistical methods in terms of estimation and prediction capability [8-13]. Sunny et 

al. [14] have estimated the time trends and the risk of developing an Oral Cancer in Mumbai, India, 

in the incidence recorded at the Bombay Population Based Cancer Registry during the 15 year 

period from 1986 to 2000. The linear regression model based on the logarithm of the observed 

incidence rates were applied for evaluation of the trend. The result observed decreasing trend in 

Oral Cancers in Indian men during the period from 1986 to 2000, with a yearly decrease of 1.70% 

and it was attributed to a decrease in the usage of pan and tobacco. The high prevalence of usage of 

smokeless tobacco among young adult men and women explains the stable trend in Oral Cancer 

incidence in this group. These findings help to strengthen the association between tobacco use and 

Oral Cancer risk. Hari Kumar et al. [15] considers 100 breast cancer and 125 Oral Cancer patients 

and analyze the classification accuracy of the TNM (tumour, lymph nodes, metastatis) staging 

system along with that of the Chi-Square test and neural networks. The Chi-Square classification 

almost emulated medical examination in connection to TNM classification. However, when TNM 

prognostic factors alone are used, then the artificial neural networks (MLP and RBF) are certainly 

more exact than the TNM staging system. Moreover, there are many researchers who have studied 

oral tumor evolvement and progression using various types of neural networks and data mining 

approaches, and found it useful in identifying early potential relapses [16-21]. 

 

3. Predictive Models 

3.1 Linear regression (LR)  

It is a statistical method that allows summarizing and studying relationships between two 

continuous (quantitative) variables [22]. It is a method of predicting scores on one variable from 



 

the scores on a second variable [23]. The variable which is being predicted is referred to as Y [23]. 

The variable which helps in predicting is referred to as X. The oldest amongst the statistical 

method is linear regression and it is the most extensively used predictive model that fits a set of 

data points to a linear function, which is expressed as Y = a + bX, where Y is the target variable, X 

is the predictor variables, a and b are coefficients which are constants and are multiplied to the 

predictor variable [23]. The residual error associated with a set of data can be calculated using 

following formula: 

 

                                                        (1) 
 

where, Yactual is actual target value and Ypredicted is observed or predicted target value. The sum of 

the squared residuals (SSR) is calculated to yield the desired goodness of fit of the linear function 

that can be expressed in form of following form:    
                  

     ∑                     
  

                       (2) 

 
where, N is number of instances. The smaller the value of SSR, the closer is the predicted target 

value to the actual observed target value. Therefore, the goal of regression analysis is to obtain the 

regression equation by adjusting the coefficients a and b until the sum of the residuals errors that 

are associated with all the points reaches its minimum. It is known as least squares regression 

(LSR) fit or ordinary least squares (OLS) regression. The coefficients a and b can be derived as 

follows: 

 

               
 ∑    ∑ ∑ 

 ∑     ∑   
               a = Y – bX                 (3)                                                                                    

Several other statistics like t-statistics, prob(|t|), confidence interval (CI) along with the standard 

error of the coefficient is displayed in addition to the coefficient values. The t-statistics is a 

measure of the likelihood that the actual value of the variable Y is not zero. The larger the absolute 

value of t, the less is the chance that the actual value of the variable could be zero. The prob(|t|) is 

the probability of obtaining the estimated value of the coefficient if the actual coefficient value is 

zero. The smaller the value of prob(|t|), the more significant the coefficient and the less likely that 

the actual value is zero. Here absolute value of t is considered in prob(|t|). The confidence interval 

(CI) confirms the range of values for the calculated coefficient that covers the actual coefficient 

value with the specified confidence. Linear regression can be performed using several algorithms, 

however, in this case study, Singular Value Decomposition (SVD) algorithm is used to implement 

linear regression as it is robust and less sensitive to predictor variables that are nearly collinear 

[24,25]. 

3.2 Multilayer Perceptron (MLP)  

A single layer network cannot be a linear discriminant function [26]. Nonlinear discriminant 

functions for linearly non-separable function can be considered as piecewise linear function [26]. 

The piecewise linear discriminant function can be implemented by a multilayer network [36]. It is 

a supervised network because it needs output from data set in order to learn [27]. The objective of 

such network is to build a model which can predict the correct output when the desired output is 

unknown [27]. MLP is a multi-layered, feed forward and fully connected network. Except for the 

input nodes, each node is a processing unit with an activation function. Back propagation which is 

a supervised learning technique, is used to train the network [27]. MLP is a modification of the 

standard linear perceptron in order to differentiate data that are linearly inseparable [28]. 

 

The basic model has three layers: one input, one (or more) hidden, and one output layer [29]. The 

input layer comprises of all predictor variables (xi) and each one of them is associated with a 

random weight (Wij
h
) from i

th
 input layer node to j

th
 hidden layer node, where i and j are indices of 

neurons [29]. The input layer distributes the input values to each neuron in hidden layer, where 

summation function computes the weighted sum (ui) and feeds it to the activation function, which 

computes the output of hidden layer (hi) as follows: 

 

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Activation_function
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Backpropagation
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Supervised_learning
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Multilayer_perceptron#cite_note-2
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Perceptron
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Multilayer_perceptron#cite_note-3
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The hidden layer of the MLP model uses nonlinear sigmoid function (σ). The output from the 

hidden layer is distributed to each of the neurons in the output layer [29]. The output layer also 

applies the summation function to compute the weighted sum, denoted by vi, and feeds it to the 

activation function to compute the output of the layer (yi) as follows:  

 

                  ∑      
  

                        (6) 

                                          
 

       
               (7) 

where, hi is output of hidden layer and Wij
y
 is weight from i

th
 hidden layer node to j

th
 output layer 

node (i and j are indices of neurons). The back propagation learning algorithm is based on 

minimization of the error between the actual output (Yi) of the network and the desired output 

(Yi(d)). The error E is calculated using Euclidean function as follows:      

 

         
 

 
           

                            (8)  

where, E shows error of ith neuron of the output layer. To normalize the error, the weight of the 

neuron must be updated as follows:  

 

          
        

    
  

    
                          (9) 

where, Wij
k+1

 is updated weight, Wij
k
 is old weight and           is rate of change of error with 

respect to weight. The process of learning algorithm adopted by the Multilayer Perceptron Neural 

Network is presented below: 

 

Step1: Read inputs and desired / expected output of the network. 

Step2: Initialize weight of inputs with random values. 

Step3: Compute summation function. 

Step4: Compute activation function. 

Step5: Calculate prediction error E (= desired output– actual output). 

Step6: Average the error over the complete set of training cases. 

Step7: Transmit the error backward through the network and calculate the gradient of        

      change in error with respect to changes in weight.  

Step8: Reduce the error by adjusting or updating the weight. 

 

4. Model Estimation 

ENT (Ear-Nose-Throat) and Head - Neck department of three Tertiary Care Hospitals of Pune, 

Maharashtra, India, were visited to gather the data of 1025 patients. The details of the dataset have 

been presented in previous paper [40], which is subsequently stored in comma separated values 

(csv) file format and is used to build Linear regression and MLP models using DTREG tool [39]. 

The database is described with the help of 35 variables. The attribute „survival‟, is considered as 

target variable and cross validation method with 10 folds is used for validating both the models. 

The details of the model development for each model are discussed below: 



 

4.1 Model Development 

a) Linear Regression 

The linear regression model (Y = a + b X) is developed, where Y is target variable “Survival = 

Dead ”, X is category of variable and constant „a‟ is -1.30653e+014. The Table 1 presents the 

computed coefficient „b‟ values along with standard error, t-statistics, prob(t), 95% confidence 

interval.  

 

Table 1: Linear Regression Parameter for Survival = Dead: Coefficient „b‟ values, Standard Error, 

t-Statistics, Prob(t), 95% Confidence Interval 

Variable Coefficient Std. 

Error 

t Prob(|t|) 95% Confidence 

Interval 

Clinical Symptom 

Burning-Sensation -0.0248006 0.03886 -0.64 0.52350 0.1011 0.05146 

Loosening-of-Tooth -0.0293704 0.06485 -0.45 0.65070 -0.1566 0.09788 

Mass -0.459061 0.1678 -2.74 0.00634 -0.7884              -0.1298 

History of Addiction  

None -7.52112 

e+012        

2.424 

e+013     

-0.31           0.75645          -5.509 

e+013       

4.005e+01 

Tobacco-Chewing -7.52112 

e+012 

2.424 

e+013   

-0.31        0.75645          -5.509 

e+013   

4.005e+01 

History of Addiction1 

None -6.25376 

e+013 

2.821 

e+013 

-2.22 0.02689 -1.179 

e+014 

-7.17 

e+012 

Co Morbid Condition1 

None 1.32596 

e+014 

5.517 

e+013 

2.40 0.01643 2.433 

e+013 

2.409 

e+014 

Gross Examination 

Infiltrative -0.0429256  0.1913              -0.22           0.82246            -0.4182              0.3324 

Plaque-Like      -0.246707  0.2641              -0.93           0.35043            -0.7649              0.2715 

Polypoidal -0.184125                0.177                -1.04           0.29848            -0.5315              0.1632 

Ulcero-proliferative       -0.178139  0.1131              -1.58           0.11546            -0.4                    0.04374 

Site 

BM -0.267512                0.1413              -1.89          0.05867            -0.5448               0.009821 

LA -0.0985091              0.0981              -1.00          0.31555            -0.291                 0.094 

Palate 0.0596517              0.131                 0.46           0.64907            -0.1975               0.3168 

RMT 0.0883389              0.2038               0.43           0.66471            -0.3115               0.4882 

Tongue -0.0658472  0.09115            -0.72           0.47021            -0.2447               0.113 

Tumor Size 

2-4cm    5.96114 

e+013 

4.236 

e+013        

1.41          0.15972            2.352 

e+013       

-1.427 

e+014 

<2cm 7.00587 

e+013       

3.193 

e+013        

2.19          0.02848             7.393 

e+012       

1.327 

e+014 

Neck Nodes 

Present -7.52112 

e+012   

2.424 

e+013       

-0.31          0.75645   -5.509 

e+013      

4.005 

e+013 

LFT 

Normal -0.199452               0.2686               -0.74          0.45789            -0.7265                0.3276 

FNAC of Neck Node 

Yes -0.0277584             0.04156            -0.67           0.50435            -0.1093                0.0538 

Diagonistic Biopsy 

None -4.87633 

e+013                 

2.126 

e+014      

-0.23 0.81859           -4.659 

e+014         

3.683 

e+014 

SCC -9.94372 

e+013      

3.8e+014           -0.26           0.79360           -8.451 

e+014         

6.462 

e+014 

USG 

Yes 5.20903 

e+013     

4.315 

e+013        

1.21           0.22760           -3.258 

e+013         

1.368 

e+014 

CTScan/MRI 

Normal -0.287663              0.6471              -0.44           0.65676            -1.558                   0.9822 

Diagnosis 

Acantholytic 2.58254 5.287 0.49           0.62533    -7.793 1.296 



 

e+014         e+014       e+014       e+015 

Adenocarcinoma 5.31094 

e+013  

3.346 

e+014       

0.16           0.87393            -6.036 

e+014         

7.098 

e+014 

Basaloid 1.01163 

e+014      

5.378 

e+014       

0.19           0.85084            -9.543 

e+014         

1.157 

e+015 

Benign 1.04387 

e+014      

2.17 

e+014         

0.48           0.63058            -3.214 

e+014         

5.302 

e+014 

Lymphoepithilioma 7.55833 

e+014      

1.24 

e+015          

0.61                     0.54221   -1.677 

e+015        

3.189 

e+015 

plaque like   8.78053 

e+014      

9.825 

e+014        

0.89           0.37169            -1.05 

e+015           

2.806 

e+015 

Sarcomatoid -

1.56412e+015   

1.143e+01

5       

-1.37           0.17148             -

3.807e+01

5        

6.788e+01

4 

SCC 2.348 

e+015          

1.495 

e+015        

1.57           0.11659            -5.856 

e+014         

5.282 

e+015 

Staging 

                 I 1.60254 

e+013  

5.823 

e+013        

0.28           0.78322    -9.825 

e+013        

1.303 

e+014 

                 II       8.5043 

e+012        

4.776 

e+013        

0.18           0.85871            -8.522 

e+013         

1.022 

e+014 

IV 1.60254 

e+013      

5.823 

e+013        

0.28           0.78322            -9.825 

e+013         

1.303 

e+014 

Radiotherapy 

Y -2.191 

e+015         

1.424 

e+015       

-1.54           0.12426            -4.986 

e+015          

6.037 

e+014 

Chemotherapy 

Y 0.0979578           0.2071                -0.47         0.63633             -0.5044                  0.3085 

Histopathology 

Acantholytic -2.58254 

e+014 

5.287 

e+014 

-0.49          0.62533   -1.29 

6e+015         

7.793 

e+014 

Adenocarcinoma -5.31094 

e+013  

3.346 

e+014       

-0.16          0.87393   -7.098 

e+014       

6.036 

e+014 

Basaloid 1.01163 

e+014        

5.378 

e+014       

-0.19          0.85084     -1.157 

e+015       

9.543 

e+014 

Benign -5.75667 

e+013   

4.833 

e+013 

-1.19          0.23390    -1.524 

e+014       

3.727 

e+013 

Lymphoepithilioma -7.55833 

e+014  

1.24 

e+015 

-0.61           0.54221   -3.189 

e+015       

1.677 

e+015 

plaque like -8.78053 

e+014   

9.825 

e+014       

-0.89          0.37169   -2.806 

e+015       

1.05 

e+015 

Sarcomatoid 1.56412 

e+015   

1.143 

e+015              

1.37         

  

0.17148   -6.788 

e+014       

3.807 

e+015 

SCC -5.75667 

e+013 

4.833 

e+013 

-1.19          0.23390   -1.524 

e+014       

3.727 

e+013 

Schonama -5.75667 

e+013         

4.833 

e+013       

-1.19          0.23390    -1.524 

e+014       

3.727 

e+013 

Constant -1.30653 

e+014        

5.601e+01

3       

-2.33          0.01986    -2.406 

e+014      

-2.074 

e+013 

b) Multilayer Perceptron 

The architecture of multi-layer perceptron network is presented in Table 2 and the training 

statistics of the network are given in Table 3. The DTREG adopts Nguyen-Widrow algorithm to 

create a set of random starting values within the range specified by the algorithm and then uses 

conjugate gradient method to optimize the set of network parameter. Conjgate gradient algorithm 

is used to perform backward propogation to find the optimal network weight. Each cycle of weight 

update is called epoch. 

Table 2:  Architecture of Multi-Layer Perceptron Network 

Layer Neurons Activation Min. Weight Max. Weight 

Input 48 Passthru - - 

Hidden 1 8 Logistic -1.504e+000 1.660e+000 

Output 2 Logistic -1.366e+000 1.288e+000 



 

 

 

Table 4 represents the model size summary report for the network that has been performed by 

using 4-fold cross-validation. The network has been built by using 8 neurons for hidden layer 1 as 

it has minimum percentage of misclassification. 

      

Table 4: Model Size Summary Report for MLP 
 
Hidden layer 1    % Misclassifications          Hidden layer 1    % Misclassifications 

Neurons                                     Neurons   

--------------------------------------------------           ---------------------------------------------------- 

    2               30.14634          10              30.63415 

    3                31.41463    11              30.34146 

    4               30.92683    12               30.92683 

    5               31.90244    13              31.21951  

    6               30.92683    14              30.63415 

    7               30.24390     15              30.82927 

    8               29.65854  Optimal size  16              31.31707 

    9                30.04878 

         

                                                             

Model estimation in terms of misclassification table, confusion matrix, sensitivity-specificity and 

lift-gain for Linear Regression and Multilayer Perceptron is presented below:- 

4.2 Misclassification Table 

The table presents the number of rows with a particular category (A = Alive or D = Dead) that 

were misclassified by the model, for training as well as validation data. Along with the 

misclassified count, the table also presents misclassified weight, misclassified percent, cost and 

classification accuracy of the model. Table 5 presents the misclassification table for MLP and 

Table 6 presents the misclassification table for linear regression model for training and validation 

data respectively. 

 

Table 5: Misclassification Table for Multi Layer Percerptron  (Training and Validation Data) 

 

Table 6: Misclassification Table for Linear Regression (Training and Validation Data) 

Table 3: Training Statistics of Multi-Layer Perceptron Network 

Process Time Evaluations Error 

Conjugate gradient 00:00:00.4 153,135 1.1655e-001 

Category Misclassified  (Training Data) Misclassified (Validation Data) 

Count Weight % Cost Count Weight % Cost 

A 212 212 34.6 0.34 236 236 38.56 0.38 

D 95 95 23.0 0.23 74 74 17.91 0.17 

Total 307 307 29.9 0.30 310 310 30.24 0.30 

Overall accuracy = 70.05% Overall accuracy = 69.76% 

Category Misclassified (Training Data) Misclassified (Validation Data) 

Count Weight % Cost Count Weight % Cost 

A 10 10 1.63 0.01 196 96 32.02 0.32 

D 399 399 96.6 0.96 201 201 48.66 0.48 

Total 409 409 39.9 0.39 397 397 38.73 0.38 

Overall accuracy = 60.10% Overall accuracy = 61.27% 



 

4.3 Confusion Matrix 

The classification of data rows by the model is presented in the confusion matrix. The matrix has a 

row and a column for each category (A = Alive and D = Dead) of the target variable. The 

categories in the first column are the actual categories of the target variable. The categories shown 

across the top of the table are the predicted categories. The figure in each cell is the value of the 

actual category of the row and the predicted category of the column. The diagonal cells contain the 

values those are correctly classified by the model whereas off-diagonal cells have misclassified 

data. Confusion Matrix for training and validation data for MLP and LR is shown in Table 7. 

Table 7: Confusion Matrix for Multi Layer Perceptron and Linear Regression (Training and 
Validation Data) 

4.4 Sensitivity and Specificity 

The Sensitivity and Specificity report is regarding positive category and the negative category. 

Sensitivity represents the probability of an algorithm to correctly predict malignancy and it is 

computed as Sensitivity = TP / (TP + FN). Specificity represents the probability of an algorithm to 

correctly predict non malignancy and it is computed as Specificity = TN / (FP + TN). Survival = D 

is considered as a positive and Survival = A is considered as negative for both the models 

developed.  The report also provide details about negative predictive value (NPV), positive 

predictive value (PPV), geometric mean of sensitivity and specificity, geometric mean of ppv and 

npv, recall, precision, f-measure and area under ROC curve for training and validation data for 

both the models in Table 8. 

 

Table 8: Sensitivity and Specificity Report for Multi Layer Perceptron and Linear Regression 

(Training and Validation Data) 

Category 

Multi Layer Perceptron Linear Regression 

Training Data Validation Data Training Data Validation Data 

A D A D A D A D 

A 400 212 376 236 602 10 416 196 

D 95 318 74 339 399 14 201 212 

Category Description 

Multi Layer Perceptron Linear Regression 

Training 

Data 

Validation 

Data 

Training 

Data 

Validation 

Data 

True positive 

(TP) 

Predicting malignant 

patients among the 

malignant patients 
31.02 % 33.07 % 1.37 % 20.68 % 

True negative 

(TN) 

Predicting non-malignant 

patients among non-

malignant patients 

39.02 % 36.68 % 68.73 % 40.59 % 

False positive 

(FP) 

Patients who are predicted 

as malignant among non-

malignant patients 

20.68 % 23.02 % 0.98 % 19.12 % 

False negative 

(FN) 

Patients who are predicted 

as non-malignant among 

malignant patients 

9.27 % 7.22 % 38.93 % 19.61 % 

Sensitivity  
Probability to correctly 

predict malignancy 
77.00 % 82.08 % 3.39 % 51.33 % 

Specificity  
Probability to correctly 

predict non-malignant cases 
65.36 % 61.44 % 98.37 % 67.97 % 

Geometric mean 

of sensitivity and 

specificity 
 

Geometric mean of 

sensitivity and specificity 70.94 % 71.01 % 18.26 % 59.07 % 



 

 

 

Area Under ROC Curve (AUC) plots the true positive rate against the false positive rate for the 

different possible cutpoints of a diagnostic test. It shows the tradeoff between sensitivity and 

specificity (any increase in sensitivity will be accompanied by a decrease in specificity). The area 

under it ranges between 0 and 1. It is used as a criterion for measuring the prediction ability of a 

model. The number nearer to 1 predicts better. Fig. 4 and Fig. 5 present Area Under ROC Curve 

for Survival = “Dead” for MLP and Linear Regression models respectively.  

    

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Fig. 4: Area Under ROC Curve for Multilayer Perceptron Model. 

 

 

 

Positive 

Predictive Value 

(PPV) 

Proportion of patients with 

the disease who are 

correctly predicted to have 

the disease 

60.00 % 58.96 % 58.33 % 51.96 % 

Negative 

Predictive Value 

(NPV) 

Proportion of patients who 

do not have the disease who 

are correctly predicted as 

not having the disease. 

80.81 % 83.56 % 60.14 % 67.42 % 

Geometric mean 

of PPV and NPV 

Geometric mean of PPV and 

NPV 69.63 % 70.19 % 59.23 % 59.19 % 

Precision 

Proportion of cases selected 

by the model that have the 

true value; Precision is equal 

to PPV 

60.00 % 58.96 % 58.33 % 51.96 % 

Recall 

Proportion of the true cases 

that are identified by the 

model; Recall is equal to 

sensitivity.  

77.00 % 82.08 % 3.39 % 51.33 % 

F-Measure 

It combines precision and 

recall to give an overall 

measure of the quality of the 

prediction. 

0.674 0.686 0.064  0.516 

Area under ROC 

curve 

Area under the Receiver 

Operating Characteristic 

(ROC) curve for the model 

0.769 0.739 0.722 0.631 



 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Fig. 5: Area under ROC for Linear Regression Model 

4.5 Lift and Gain Chart 

Lift is a ratio between expected response using predictive model and without any model for 

specific population, and Gain is a ratio between expected response using predictive model and 

without any model for entire population. The lift and gain chart used following terms:   

 

Bin index – The entire dataset is divided into equal number of bins. The first bin represents the 

data rows that have the highest predicted probability for the specified target category.  

 

Cutoff Probability – It is the smallest predicted probability of data rows falling in the bin. 

 

Class % of bin – The percentage of the cases in the bin that have the specified category of the 

target variable.   

 

Cumulative % population – The cumulative percentage of the total cases (with any category) 

falling in bins up to and including the current one.   

 

Cumulative % of class – The cumulative percentage of the rows with the specified category falling 

in bins up to and including the current one.   

 

Cumulative Gain – The ratio of the cumulative percent of class divided by the cumulative percent 

of the population.   

 

% of population – The percentage of the total cases falling in the bin.   

 

% of class – The percentage of the cases with the specified category that were placed in this bin.   

 

Lift - This is calculated by dividing the percentage of rows in a bin with the specified target 

category (% of Class) by the total percentage of cases in the bin (% of Population). 

 

The lift and gain values presented below shows how much improvement the Linear Regression and 

Multilayer Perceptron model provides. 

 

a) Linear Regression 

Table 9 and Table 10 provides the details of the calculation done for computing lift and gain, 

average gain, maximum lift and percentage of patients survived. Fig. 6 presents the graph for lift 

and gain for the model. 

 

 



 

Table 9: Calculation of Lift and Gain for Linear Regression for Training Data for Survival =  

„Dead‟ 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

    

 

 

 

 

    

                      

 

 

a) Lift 

 

 

 

 

 

 

      

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

b)Gain 

                         

Fig. 6: Lift and Gain for Survival = “Dead” for Linear Regression Model 

Table 10: Lift and Gain for Linear Regression for Training and Validation 

Data 
Lift / Gain 

Training Data Validation Data 

A D A D 

Average Gain 1.259 1.4134 1.149 1.170 

Maximum Lift 1.54 1.59 1.51 1.59 

Percent of cases with Survival 59.71% 40.29% 59.71% 40.29% 



 

b) Multilayer Perceptron 

Table 11 and Table 12 provides the details of the calculation done for computing lift and gain, 

average gain, maximum lift and percentage of patients survived. Fig. 7 presents the graph for lift 

and gain for the model. 

 

Table 11: Calculation of Lift and Gain for Multilayer Perceptron for Training Data for   

Survival = „Dead‟ 

 

 

                       

  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

(a) Lift 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Table 12: Lift and Gain for Multilayer Perceptron for Training and Validation 

Data  

Lift / Gain 
Training Data Validation Data 

A D A D 

Average Gain 1.278 1.416 1.278 1.308 

Maximum Lift 1.61 1.64 1.53 1.57 

Percent of cases with Survival  59.71%  40.29%  59.71%  40.29% 



 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

(b) Gain 

 

Fig. 7: Lift and Gain for Survival = “Dead” for Multilayer Perceptron Model 

 

5. Comparing the Models  

The attempt has been made to compare linear regression and MLP models on the basis of various 

criteria to assess their performance, and the same is discussed below:- 

 

Misclassification Table: Classification accuracy of MLP model for training data is 70.05% and 

validation data is 69.76%, whereas classification accuracy of Linear Regression model for training 

data is 60.10% and validation data is 61.27%. 

 

Confusion Matrix: The matrix shows that MLP model generates better True Positive and False 

Positive results, whereas Linear Regression generates better True Negative and False Negative 

results.  

 

Sensitivity and Specificity: It indicates that MLP model can predict the malignant cases more 

efficiently than that of Linear Regression. 

 

Lift and Gain: Average gain and percentage of cases with Survival = A or D is slightly better in 

the case of MLP model in comparison to Linear Regression models. 

 

Fig.8 and Fig. 9 presents the graphical comparison of both the models for training and validation 

dataset. MLP displays better results in terms of accuracy, true negative, false negative, specificity, 

geometric mean of sensitivity and specificity, positive predictive value, geometric mean of PPV 

and NPV, precision, F-measure and area under ROC curve in comparison to Linear Regression. 

The results clearly indicates that MLP is a better model to predict the survivability of the oral 

cancer patients. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Fig. 8: Comparison of Multi Layer Perceptron and Linear Regression for Training Data 

 

 

6.  

7.  

8.  
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Fig. 9. Comparison of Multi Layer Perceptron and Linear Regression for Validation Data 

6. Conclusions 

In this paper, we have built two models for the prediction of survival of oral cancer patients, 

contemporary statistical model ie. Linear regression model and a neural network model ie. 

Multilayer perceptron model. Both the models are different in the way they are developed and the 

way they handle the dataset. The performance of both the models is compared systematically. 

Classification accuracy of neural network model is certainly better than statistical method, and 

definitely a better model to predict the survival of oral cancer patients. 
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